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PART I.

Chapter 1

Native Place

Who has not found that when we begin to recall the memories of childhood, events begin to
leap out from the caves of reminiscences? When my uncle M agankaka took us to Africa for
the first time I was hardly four years old, but that voyage seems to be only yesterday. When
the deadly mountainous waves of the Indian Ocean surged onto the deck, people took to their
heels. We used to sit close together supporting each other with forced courage. I crept
between my mother and aunt, and with wide-open eyes tried to swallow up the infinite sky
and sea meeting at the remotest horizon, just like the Kaabar bird who tries to catch up rain-
drops with her beak stretched wide open. But owing to fear I did not allow my mother's sari to
leave my hand even for a moment. That whole scene re-appears before my eyes.

But I propose to start the story before that. M y memories are not of former births, but of
forefathers. Just as the eyes are a great instrument for recording events, the ears can do the
same. I have heard the stories of forefathers from childhood to this day from my father, my
mother and M agankaka regarding their nature, their difficulties and dexterity, just like
anecdotes. As I begin my story I am reminded of their stories also. When I refresh the
memories of my own incidents, their experiences also start running before my eyes. Thus I
find it proper to start the story from Kutiyana than from Phoenix.

In Kutiyana there is the temple of Gandhi family 's family goddess - may I forget not Satima.
Any male member of our family who has not flown away in the flood of unbelief must confirm
his marriage with his wife before that goddess in Kutiyana. Because of that duty we cousins
who are spread over South Africa, Aden and in all the four corners of India still remember that
our native place is Kutiyana. We do not yet know when our forefathers first came there or
from where they came. The very first name that is now available is that of Lalji Gandhi. In
their fifth generation was born Uttamchand Gandhi, the great man of our Gandhi family, and in
the seventh generation was born the world-renowned Mahatma M ohandas Gandhi.

Once upon a time [about 1918] I made a family pilgrimage with my grandfather and
grandmother. At that time I was deeply impressed with the native place of my family more
than the stories of our forefathers. I found no special genius in the history of our family, but I
did find it spirit in its geography.
The sort of social background which was working behind the glamourously unique personality
of Bapuji can only be treated with certainty by a living sociologist at Porbandar. He must be at
least a hundred fifty years old. Badarayana Muni was an eye witness to eight generations from
Shantanu to Janamejaya; that is why he was able to delineate the M ahabharata society in
writing. Who will come forward to observe deeply the society that existed before and after
Bapuji? The study of this society must be made with discrimination and objectivity . I do not
find it feasible to find a better witness than Bapuji's own pen, but geography will tell its tale
until the next deluge.

The river Bhadar flows at the outskirts of Kutiyana. M ostly the bed of the river is broad and
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shallow but it narrows at one place in the midst of rocks and deepens and moves on with a
grave roar. This river is crystal clear in narrowness and finds an outlet with humility; while on
the other hand there is Barda Mountain which is quite a small stone in comparison with the
Himalayas, but it shines out in its own place. It advises toleration. Its peaks are as tall as sixto
eight hundred feet. Some are difficult to approach due to dense bushes while certain others are
like the forehead of a Sannyasi, difficult to look at owing to the reflections of the scorchingsun
of the summer. Barda, spread in the west, Girnar seen in the remotest east, Osam range beside
- all these invite organizing outlawed acts day and night. Each peak gives a mantra of
carelessnes in the vicissitudes of life. The whole land is reverberating with the cries of the
outlaws who humbly call to one who roams with the Charan and M er people, just as the
romantic poet of "Saurashtrani Rasadhar" Shri Zaverchand Meghani did.

Porbandar is situated in the South of Kutiyana, at a very short distance. At the outskirts of
Porbandar there is the roaring ferocious blue sea. Its waters constantly cool the heated native
land. The sea shore from Dwarika to Bhavnagar has no opposite sea-shore. The divine tide
and ebb of this shore, its limits pervading the sky, the infinite lines of its giant waves and its
dark blue colour instill in the human heart an insatiable curiosity and ambition to fathom the
world with enthusiasm to undertake a variety of adventures. The sands of the seashore from
east to west create another impression in our mind. On the beach we may not find the sea or
the green land, for a little heat creates mirages of pools upsurging here and there. Our intellect
and past experience reiterate that there is land on that place and definitely no water, but our
eyes create a delusion. At such a time we are convinced of the futility of the pool.
Consequently , the most staunch unbeliever also starts takingan interest in Vedanta - the waves
of futility of our worldly existence.

In short, in the small piece of soil of Barda there are the peculiar forms of the geography of the
whole earth. There is a place for all the geographical features. We get the inspiration of the
river bank, and the fertile fields of Bhadar banks gratify us. The penance of the hills at tracts
us. The Rabaris and Charans roamingwith their buffaloes in Barda singing sweet tones remind
us of the Vedic M antras. We experience the serious nature of the sea. Commercial
transactions carried through the sea bring us into contact the cultures of our own and other
countries, and the illusion of mirage warns us. The society at such a place should be expert in
all walks of life; this is but natural. If this does not happen, there must be some external dire
catastrophe as its reason.

Chapter 2

Early Reminiscences

As the geographical prosperity of Barda is diverse, its historical tradition is equally glorious.
Even though it is in the distant Western corner of Kathiawar, this land humming in the lap of
the sea has not remained isolated. From the ancient age to this day, its history has remained
woven with the history of India at large. The manliness of the land has been trained for a very
long time continuously among the Barda Hills, the summits of Girnar, M ount Abu and Arabian
Sea, the gulf of Khambhat and Northern sandy deserts. Krishna and Balaram came to Dwarka
having with them the summum bonum of M athura culture and the Yadavas, by means of their
muscle power and manliness created floods of prosperity . Even before that the saintly life full
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of austerity and deep studies, contentment and sense control had taken deep roots. These may
be a legends or myths, but still today 's Porbandar is Sudamanagari after Krishna's friend
Sudama.

The well-known Jyotirlinga of Somanath M ahadev, the edicts of Ashoka and Rashtrakutas on
the Girnar, the historical relics of Ghumali and Valabhipur, the vessels continuously coming
and going to of all ports of the world at Khambhat and Bharuch, the brave people of Junagadh
and Patan roaring and competing in bravery, the diamond and jewel-studded temples of
Shetrunja and Girnar, Rudramal and Delvada's holy places of architectural art, the mystic
Narsinh M ehta immersed in Bhajans at the places of Harijans of Junagadh, M irabai spreading
her songs among the saints in Dwarika, Vallabhacharya of Kerala State and Swami Sahajanand
of Bihar State who initiated farmers and artisans and made them observe certain vows and
pledges and also made them recite the holy name of Rama the crest-diadem of learned persons
and all-knower of the Kali age, Shrimad Hemachandracharya M aharaj and greatly devoted to
labour Bhatt Premanand made the public life and the whole strata of literacy taste full of
culture and progressive by means of their genius, the revolutionary Narmadashankar who cut
asunder the corruption in life and blew new life into the downfallen society, the great Sannyasi
Swami Dayanand, together with them the Jain Scriptures and Sermons of Parsi and M uslim
religions, have contributed to the traditional culture constantly flowing in every nerve of the
society of Gujarat and Kathiawar.

We cannot understand the roots of the grand personality of M ahatma Gandhiji seen by the
world by only tracing the history of the Gandhi family or by knowing the history of Modh
Bania caste in which Gandhiji was born. We can find its roots spread in the history and
geography referred to above. Still however the social life of India has flowed in the family and
caste for centuries; so there is nothing wrong in gathering the utmost information as much as
possible.
I have not been able to study history scientifically to enable me to make any conjectures. Still
the conjectures made by the study of social life today will not be considered baseless. There is
great similarity between the characters and nature of M athur and Agrawal Banias around
Mathura and Agra and those of the Modh-Adalja, and other Banias of Kathiawar and Gujarat.
The echo of the delicacy and sweetness of the Vraj dialect is heard in the dialect of Kathiawar.
From this we can conjecture that right from the days of the Mahabharata, whenever big armies
and hordes have came down upon Gujarat, the Banias of the surrounding areas of M athura
came with them.

There is a village called M odhera situated between Anhilpur Patan and Siddhapur Patan. There
is a temple of Modheradevi, a nice specimen of art. It seems that from this place the Modh
people have made their separate circle. The Modh caste apparently came down from M odhera
to Karnavati (Amdavad), Stambhtirtha (Khambhat) and the port of Ghogha. Shri
Hemchndracharyasuri was born in the M odh caste and passed his childhood in the Modh
family in the port of Ghogha, where he got his primary education. After about a thousand
years the M odh Caste offered to the country a more luminous jewel. There does not seem to
have been born any personality between the time-span of Hemacharya M aharaj and Gandhiji
in that mine. But there is keen similarity between the life and nature of these great men. There
is in them the exaltation of simple life and the genius to reform society. These factors are so
similar that when we try to understand in depth the life of the revered Gandhiji; the story of
Shrimad Hemacharya is worth noting.
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The port of Ghogha created wonder in the hearts of early travellers from London. It was such a
flourishing port at that time. In those days, about three centuries back, our forefathers might
have had their residence there. After the sad days of the destruction of that port, they might
have come to Junagadh the biggest town of Kathiawar at that time.

As per the custom certain members of the family went into business and some might have
joined government service. In the context of their service it is a rule that the government
servants are sent to different districts under the state. In accordance with that, Lalji Gandhi or
his forefathers might have been posted in Kutiyana under Junagadh. He might have liked to
stay at Kutiyana after seeing the fertile bank of the river Bhadar, the flourishing business and
the quiet beautiful situation.

As regards the available history of the family, it seems that political intrigues were constantly
practised. Seldom has anyone found permanent service in a particular state. If any son has got
his father's service, it is due to the qualities of his own. No father has ever given his service in
succession. The ruler employed that Bania who was powerful trustworthy, able to handle
correspondence, protect the treasury and could impress the ruler by the loyalty of his own
family and faithfulness of his forefathers. If the influence of another caste or family on the
ruler increases the family in service has to resign and sit quietly in their native place and start a
business whether big or small.
On these conditions Lalji Gandhi and his successors joined the service at Junagadh and
Porbandar and after that at Rajkot or Vankaner, where they could use their influence. Even
though Kutiyana was under Junagadh state, Porbandar was quite nearby and so the family
served Porbandar mostly. Ramji Gandhi, the son of Lalji Gandhi, was a record officer. Record
officer means a minister of the state, the right hand of the ruler. He can be considered the
"Home Member". It is said that Rahidas Gandhi, the son of Ramji Gandhi also served as the
record-officer at Porbandar. But he got land from the Nawab of Junagadh as a present at
Kutiyana. The houses at Kutiyana and Porbandar have been sold, and the property has been
divided among brothers, but this land has been considered the possession of the whole of the
Gandhi family and its income goes to the temple of the family goddess. There is not much
land; it might be four to six Vighas (approx. 16 to 20 thousand square metres). Rahidas
Gandhi had two sons, Harjivan Gandhi and Daman Gandhi. Uttamchand Gandhi was Harjivan
Gandhi's son. Our real history begins with him. Harjivan Gandhi also was a record officer and
Daman Gandhi was also in the same service.

Staying with his uncle Daman Gandhi, Uttamchand Gandhi worked at Porbandar. At that time
he attracted Rana Saheb. Looking to his genius, the Rana Saheb appointed him as the Chief
Minister. Uttamchand Bapa's history will occupy a separate chapter.

Chapter 3

Oota Bapa (Shri Uttamchand Gandhi)

Otabapa is the short name of Uttamchand Gandhi. Whenever I have had an occasion to hear
the stories of forefathers from my grandfather, he has told them about his own grandfather
Otabapa and his own uncle Kabakaka with reverence. I have never tired of hearing minute
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details about his sitting and getting up, daily programmes, cleverness etc. From hearing these
things often, I have felt that he might have been living even today and the whole family might
have been living jointly with him in these days. This would have been a very pleasant matter
for me! But thinking deeply, I found that Bapuji develop ed a vast family in the form of an
Ashram, where I had the good fortune of being brought up, and I did not feel I was less
fortunate.
It is said that Otabapa was Aajanabahu. If he stood straight his palms reached his knees. This
characteristic believed to be that of men of great prowess. His forehead was radiant and if any
untrained person went to him for talk, that person would start stammering. His eyes were also
luminous. Gandhis ran shops. They served native states in small or big capacities also, but it
seems that Otabapa was the first to make a serious effort to reach the position of a minister.

When in his teens, Otabapa came from Kutiyana to his uncle Daman Gandhi in Porbandar to
get employment. In those days Damankaka was a record officer there and had considerable
influence, so with little effort he was able to get the contract for the M ithi Mandvi for
Otabapa. M ithi M andvi was a toll-gate for custom duties. In those days the sea trade was
roaring. To levy excise on commercial goods and duties on passenger goods was not an
ordinary job of responsibility . Otabapa was hardly a teenager when he undertook that job with
full expertise. To develop his skills he studied the record officer's work by going to
Damakaka's office whenever he had time. He learned it so well that he could fulfill Kaka's small
or big duties and Kaka used to relax.

Once Rana Vikramajit called Damakaka for a special mission. He was not present in the office,
but Otabapa was in his seat. Had there been any other person, he might have called Damakaka
on Rana Saheb's invitation, but Otabapa was bold. Instead of calling in Damakaka, he himself
went to the Rana Saheb and stood before him. He saluted the Rana Saheb and humbly said,
"My uncle has gone outside, but if there is any work, kindly tell me. I am also your servant, I
will make every effort to complete that work." Rana Saheb was attracted towards the boy's
cleverness, mode of speaking and courage. He entrusted the work of an experienced officer to a
novice youngster who accomplished it with all dexterity . On seeingthe successful completion
of the work Rana Saheb had faith in Otabapa. The next day Rana Saheb called in Otabapa to
his residence and said, "Ota, I have got a difficult task; have you courage enough to do it?"
Otabapa: "What is it that cannot be accomplished by your majesty?"
Rana Saheb : "The contractor of M adhavpur has gone against us. He does not pay heed to us,
taking us to be weak. The levy is not being paid, and he needs to be straightened up."
Otabapa: "What is happening there? I will go to M adhavpur."
Rana Saheb: "But tell me, what you will do there?"
Otabapa: "All that will be decided after seeing the local situation. Through your blessing I am
going to be successful. Pat me on my back and everything will be alright. Can I do anythingon
my own strength? Will I not to do everything in your name?" Having spoken these words
Otabapa bowed down to Rana Saheb. Rana Saheb placed his hand on Otabapa's head and
blessed him. Bapa made all the preparations and started for Madhavpur.

At that time British Rule was just beginning. M any native states had not come completely
under the sovereign Emperor. The big states like Junagadh and Jamnagar were disrupting the
weak states like Porbandar by invading them. Porbandar State was not able to resist. Its
territory was being constantly reduced and confined to only a handful of villages. Only a few
villages of Porbandar in Junagadh State had only the power to levy tax. Not only that,
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Porbandar State was hardly able to levy tax in flourishing ports like M adhavpur. With the
support of Junagadh the customs duty contractor was withholding the income.

Under these circumstances Rana Saheb sent Otabapa to M adhavpur. Bapa used his foresight
and started negotiations with Junagadh state, giving up the civil right to levy taxes from
isolated villages and obtained an agreement that Porbandar state was empowered to levy taxes
on the coastal strip of land and all its villages and had all the powers on the land. At that time
the whole region was sandy and barren, but Bapa predicted (in a note preserved in the state's
office to the effect) "If Bhadar Dam is constructed the whole region will yield a golden crop".
And it actually so happened. In those days some villages paid hardly seventy to eighty
Rupees, today they pay about seventy five thousand as revenues, and owing to that treaty
today Porbandar state is a Class one state. It had not even civil rights but now it has all the
rights of an independent first class state.
Otabapa's negotiations with M adhavpur were successful. On seeing this the Rana Saheb
awarded him the office of Diwan. When Otabapa undertook the responsibility of this post he
was just a young man, but he maintained it constantly and thoroughly and adorned at with his
genius, awe, truth-loving nature and bravery and he taught the lesson of sublimity to his
posterity.

Rana Saheb did not live long. At his death the Prince was a minor, so all the powers were
vested with the queen but the whole administration was organised by Otabapa . Bapa could
not say 'yes' to every matter with the queen in the interest of the state and her subjects. He
never entered into flattery and did only that which was in the interest and well being of the
subjects and was true in his own opinion with his practical knowledge.

On one of such occasions he invited death. That event is well known. Khima Kothari was a
treasurer and storekeeper of the state. It is said that he did not give money to the maid servants
of the Queen with a free hand, so the maid servants instigated the Queen by backbiting against
him. Once an allegation was levelled against the Kothari and the Queen ordered to bring him
hand-cuffed. Kothari ran to Bapa for refuge and requested him to save his life. Bapa granted his
entreaty. The Queen called in Bapa to see her personally and ordered to him to hand over
Khima, but Bapa refused her to hand over him without producing a charge-sheet against him.
He entreated her to file a suit against Khima. The Queen did not agree and she threatened to
kidnap the Kothari forcefully . Bapa was unmoved.

After four to six days' negotiations, the Queen sent a police party to Bapa's residence and also
sent a cannon to shatter his house to pieces. The house was built with the strong stones of
Porbandar. The building was quite solid. Its gate was like that of a castle. At its doors sat a
small party of Bapa's Arab bodyguards. They told Bapa that in his protection first of all they
will offer their own heads and only after that will anybody be able to touch you. Bapa
entrusted external protection to them. He prepared everything within the residence. He
prepared to sacrifice himself at the altar of truth with satisfaction. He sat in the middle of the
residence.
Around him there were seated his five sons, mother and the eighth was the Kothari. He
instructed them all on sacrificing themselves on the altar of the truth with a smile on their face.
The cannon-balls battered the thick walls with blasts. In the residence they remembered God
with a prayer to remain firm for the cause of truth. God did not find it proper that the whole
family become prey. Uttamchand Gandhi was prepared to offer himself whole heartedly, even
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though he was devoid of any physical power. He remained undaunted. He was prepared to
meet death for the noble cause of truth. He might never have imagined in his dream that his
grandson would develop that legacy in the form of public Satyagraha and out of it would
evolve a universal change of religious consciousness. But God might have surely known it.
Before any bad consequence happened the news of disturbance at Porbandar reached Rajkot.
The Agency intervened and the queen was prevented from taking drastic steps.

After these intrigues Bapa left Porbandar for Kutiyana and passed the rest of his life in peace
and devotion. Kutiyana was under Junagadh, so the Nawab Saheb invited this skilful minister.
Bapa went to Junagadh but he saluted the Nawab with left hand. He informed the Nawab that
he had already surrendered his right hand to Porbandar. Thus he manifested his sole devotion
to that state. In those days, such an insult of the Nawab would invite severe punishment, but
the Nawab appreciated his sincere devotion. He praised Bapa in the midst of the court and
conferred upon Bapa and his successors a privilege to trade without paying duties in Kutiyana,
giving him a document in writing to that effect.

At Kutiyana Bapa had no special work to do. From the beginning he was very fond of riding.
He had a very nice mare. He rode on it and went to remote surrounding areas. He spent the rest
of the time in listening the stories of God and singing His virtues. It is said that my great-
grandfather Jivanlal Bapa served Ota Bapa and his mare earnestly by takingpains until the end
of his life. Jivan Gandhi was the fourth son of Ota Bapa. He took the advantage of running a
shop at Kutiyana without paying duties in accordance with the document of the Junagadh
State, during Ota Bapa's service.

Originally our family belonged to the Pushti faith of Shri Vallabhacharya, so we worship Shri
Krishna especially . But Bapa had great faith in a Khakhi monk, so Bapa built a Khakhi chowk.
The Khakhi monk was a great and unparalleled devotee of Shri Rama. Due to his holy
company Bapa became a devotee of Shri Rama. He passed his latter period of life mostly in
listeningto and deep study of the story of Rama as narrated by Tulsidas.
Bapa's devotion was not superficial. It had gone deep down into his life. We can see it in the
incident of Khima Kothari when Bapa provided an example of his devotion to truth and
sacrificing nature.

There is another instance of his freedom from greed and attachment towards purity of mind.
When he was at Porbandar as Diwan, he was paid 2,000 Koris per annum. Over and above that
he was provided with corn and vegetables by the royal family. It was a small income, still in
accordance with the prevailing customs when he got his two elder sons Vallabhji and Pitambar
married, he gave a grand dinner party. "It is a hard task to get one's sons married," was the
belief of those days. Ota Bapa was not free from this belief. He was quite successful in this
difficult task. He gave dinner to the whole village, including the poor people by means of a
public announcement. Furthermore the marriage processions were conducted for a week. The
Rana Saheb himself headed the processions. M y grandfather said that such a grand dinner
party and marriage processions have never taken place since Bapa's days until now.

Bapa was a popular Diwan of the state and so t he subjects also gave presents on a very large
scale. It was not less than the expenses actually incurred. An ordinary person would be puffed
up and would be inclined to add it to his treasure. But Bapa offered the said amount to the
Rana Saheb's feet after the marriage was over and said, "This is your subject's wealth. Due to
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your good wishes I have been able to give dinner to the whole village. So you accept this
wealth." The Rana Saheb said with a choked voice, "Take the wealth to the treasury and debit
the expenses of the dinner party to the account of the state and clear the accounts. Your sons
are my sons." From this incident we can imagine the humility of Bapa, even though he was the
Diwan. There was no lust of money in him. The inclination of life was always to the
disinterested action. Not only that his hands touched his knees, he was really a great man.

Chapter 4

Kaba Gandhi

After the intrigues with the Queen, Ota Bapa never went to Porbandar for service. Though
some of the well-wishers of the state tried their level best to reinstate him in the service, he did
not want to return to service after getting free from it. But due to the efforts of the well-
wishers and the written documents of Rana Vikramajit's office all his sons got service in
Porbandar. It is said that those were the last days of Rana Vikramajit. At that time Ota Bapa
showed his presence of mind and requested a written certificate of his service from the Rana
Saheb; because the Queen was easily influenced by her favorites and hence he was afraid of his
future which was hanging in the balance. Rana Saheb generously wrote, "Ota Gandhi has
rendered valuable service to the state and has done his duty towards me the state quite
faithfully, so my successors should take care that Ota Gandhi should not suffer even a little.
Not only that my successors should be generous enough to give positions to the successors of
Mr. Gandhi forever." Even though this note proved to be useless in the days of the Queen,
it proved very important when the minor ruler became of age and came to the throne.
Consequently Bapa's sons got entrance on to the service of the state.

In all Bapa had six sons; out of them the second one Pitambar Gandhi had already left
Porbandar and gone to Kutch before the dispute with the Queen. He had a son. He also did his
business in Kutch and expired there. That branch did not proceed further. Out of the other five
the eldest Vallabhji was appointed as the engineer of construction work of the state. Third,
Ratanji Gandhi as an record officer, the fourth, Jivanji Gandhi as M ahalkari of the Chhaya
district and the fifth and the sixth Karamchand Gandhi and Tulsidas Gandhi were appointed as
Diwans of the state after each other. Tulsidas Gandhi's successors are in the high services of
the Porbandar State even today. Of the six brothers Karamchand Gandhi got the lion's share of
Ota Bapa's inheritance, not only the Diwan's post but also Bapa's genius, sharp intellect, love
of truth and bravery . We can say that he got Diwan's post by means of his own prowess,
because he had an ordinary position in the beginning. After that he gained the post of the
Diwan there by his own worth, which played a great role easing the road for his other brothers.

Karamchand Bapa was known as Kaba Gandhi. M y grand father addressed him as Kabakaka,
so I use that name here. As an administrator Kabakaka was highly spoken of. It is said that his
sense of justice was very clear. Rana Saheb seldom heard the petitions of those persons who
tried to overturn his decisions. If any subject approached the Rana with a complaint he would
say," Go, go to Gandhi; settle it with him. He will give proper justice to you." In court
procedure there was no argumentation process or postponinga case unduly as it is today. The
deceptive network of advocates was not in vogue. The complainant could directly approach
the Chief Officer and express the cause of his complaint before him. Kabakaka was very
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simple. His dress and behaviour were so simple that one cannot find any difference between an
ordinary person and a Diwan. Thanks to this sort of his nature he took no time in developing
intimacy with even poor people.

Kabakaka's knowledge was very deep. There were many reasons for this. His schooling was
brief, but he listened much. Though he had read very little he could cultivate his intelligence
and heart to a great extent. At that time the propagation of knowledge through the institution
of saints and sages had not decayed. Also, Porbandar was a holy place of pilgrimage, and the
pilgrims going to Dwarka could not forget Sudama's town. The railway network did not yet
cover the whole country, so the pilgrims going on a pilgrimage to four holy places had not
become quite so few and far between. True sages desirous of liberation were still found in the
company of wandering monks. Such monks had ample practical knowledge of religious
discussions and modes of worship. They travelled the whole of India on foot, and had ample
geographical knowledge also; over and above that they had a fine experience of human nature as
they came in contact with people of good and bad natures. Also, the religious story -tellers of
those days could be styled living encyclopedias. Kabakaka loved the holy company of such
learned persons of good character. Even though all the members of the family listened to
religious stories, it is heard that Kabakaka's devotion in the form of listening was of a very
high watermark. In religious story -telling the main masterworks were Shrimad Bhagavata and
Tulsi Ramayana. Besides these works he was deeply interested in listening to the discourses
on the Gita. At a ripe age he took great pains in learning the original verses by heart. Even
though he was very busy with the administration of the state, he used to listen to the religious
stories in the morning and in the evening, for an hour or an hour and a half. We can guess that
he might have achieved such a tremendous progress by means of self studies in all the
directions of life even though he had a little formal learning.

It can be said that Karamchand Gandhi's time was the very high noon of the Gandhi family 's
domestic happiness. It is said that when he sat for dining at least twenty persons accompanied
him simultaneously and on festival days the figure easily went up to about one hundred to one
hundred and fifty members of the family. In Kabakaka's vast family his brothers and nephews
and with them executive clerks and other servants were also included. The families of his five
brothers and other young persons of remote and near relatives came to Kabakaka seeking
positions. Having tested their qualifications and potentiality he got them employed in
different offices, port, revenue department, public works department or other places. He got
fifteen to twenty youngsters employ ed under his direct personal supervision. He looked into
the very minute needs of this vast family and every home's social dealings and their daughters-
in-law and daughters. All relatives, whether old or young, consulted Kabakaka in all matters of
engagements, marriages, education of children, lookingafter the patients in sickness, customary
dealings of givingand taking etc.

Ma Putalibai served as a mother of the whole family. M y grandmother tells that Putali aunt
took care regarding the dining of every daughter-in-law. She also saw to it that no child is left
unfed. Then only she took her meals. She never spoke with a high tone. She never addressed
anybody with a single name. At every step her nobility could be marked. There was no sign of
idleness even though there were so many servants and daughters-in-law, and daughters. She did
all the duties of household and kitchen, from early morning to midnight. Her food was quite
simple. She took food that was left after all finished their meals, but she saw to it that none of
the members of the family was given less. Thus not only Putalima, Kabakaka also even though
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a Diwan of the state and an elderly person of a bigfamily, took part in household duties. At
their house many persons took their meals, so no small amount of vegetables was required.
Kabakaka took care to cut these vegetables. In the morning he discussed with people and went
on cutting vegetables simultaneously. He also took help of the people sitting around him. In
short Putalima and Kabakaka were an ideal couple.

In our country the culture of very big joint families has fully flourished for thousands of years.
In that culture, Karamchand Bapa's name shines on the front line as an ideal head of a family.
The best head of a family is one who is not 'a consumer' but only 'maintainer'. He is so
immersed in looking to the happiness of the members of the family, under his supervision that
he is not greedy about his own worldly happiness. He totally renounces all the worldly
pleasures of life. Even though he earns the most, he spends the least for his personal needs and
always sustains and takes full care of the member who earns very little. He takes care that
members of the family achieve all opportunities of personal development.
The readers of revered Bapuji's autobiography know that Karamchand Gandhi was an
administrator respectively of the following states: Porbandar, Rajkot and Vankaner, so I do not
repeat that history . But I shall finish this chapter after narrating about two special incidents
which show his constant alertness, his anxiety about truth and disinterested attitude towards
wealth.

Kabakaka's religious merit was so powerful that Thakor Saheb of Rajkot, Bavajiraj, even
though a prince used to respect him. How many princes would there be today who would not
drink in the presence of his officers and persons of lower category? Or would we find Diwans
who would have moral force over their princes? Kabakaka was such a powerful Diwan.
Bavajiraj would manage to remove the bottles of wine on hearing "Gandhi comes" even though
he would be on the point of drinking; and if he was drunk, he would go away to his private
room and go to sleep silently but would never go near Kabakaka. Such a religious merit full of
spiritual light, which would influence the ruler is really very rare.

Kabakaka remained far away from corruption. He insisted on purity throughout the
administrative machinery to the best of his ability .
Once Bavajiraj asked him to demand as much land as he would like. Kabakaka smelt a false
flattery or corruption in this. He did not accept anything as a donation over and above the
salary he would get as a reward of his labour. Thakor Saheb tried to persuade Kabakaka to
provide for his successors. Still he did not budge an inch from his determination. Afterwards
his members of the family persuaded him to accept some land. He accepted a little piece of
land for building a house and satisfied them. If a Diwan intends to he can amass a large
fortune. Kabakaka did not leave behind him money for his progeny, not even to educate them,
except a residence to live in. He did not collect money by unfair means. Whatever little amount
he earned, he spent it unselfishly on his large family.
Kabakaka had a divine power of rejecting big unfair offers against truth and self-respect. We
come to know of it in his Vankaner history .

The administration of Vankaner was going from bad to worse. The servants and office-bearers
were suffering from corruption and unskillfulness. Because of this the Raj Saheb of Vankaner
was very worried about the future of the state. During that time some gentlemen advised him
to call Gandhi from Rajkot and hand him over the post of Diwan. He also promised that on his
advent all rubbish will be cleared off. The Raj Saheb liked this proposal and he started
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negotiating with Kabakaka. Karamchand Bapa became ready to go to Vankaner and leave
Rajkot on the followingcondition: the Vankaner state should keep him in service for five years;
the King should not interfere with his management; he must pay Rupees sixhundred as salary;
if the prince interferes and if the Diwan is required to leave in the midst the prince should pay
him full salary of five years; Seventy two hundred Rupees per year would come to thirty six
thousand in five years. That amount should be deposited by the state in advance with four
well known reputed merchants. The Raj Saheb accepted all the conditions of Kabakaka and
deposited Rupees nine thousand each with different four merchants of Vankaner. Really, this
amount should have been deposited with the merchants of Rajkot. But Kabakaka's mind was
large and so he did not enter into higgling and haggling. He resigned from Rajkot and went to
Vankaner and took charge of its affairs.

In a few months Kabakaka studied the whole situation and then began to make essential
changes in the infrastructure. Several changes were displeasing to the Raj Saheb. Even though
he was promise-bound, he could not help interfering. So he wrote a note to Kabakaka: "It
would have been good, if y ou had not done that thing." Kabakaka did not like this. But he
remained patient. After about two months the Raj Saheb once more started to criticise small
and big transfers and other matters of the administration. Kabakaka was irritated. He replied to
the prince: "What I have done is in the interest of the state." At that time the Raj Saheb
remained silent; but after a few days, third time he wrote a letter to Kabakaka : "Gandhi, you
did not do this well; Somethingyou have done requires a change; that thing was good as it was"
etc.. Now Bapa was extremely angry with this rightfully . "If you do not like my management,
my staying here is of no use." With this message he started for Rajkot at daybreak.
After fifteen days Kabakaka received a letter from the Raj Saheb of Vankaner. In that letter he
apologized and insisted that he should take charge of this state again. Karamchand Bapa again
went to Vankaner. After a very little conversation he could detect that Raj Saheb would stick
to his views, so he did not find it useful to continue his service and said to the prince: "Please
forgive me; I will not be able to pull on any more. Give me my salary as per the condition so
that I can take leave. The Raj Saheb said: "Well, give your resignation in writing." Kabakaka
wrote a resignation: "You have betrayed me twice and interfered in matter which do not
concern you and thus have committed a breach of our condition, so I resign as administrator
and demand my full salary as per the conditions." Raj Saheb read the resignation, but did not
accept it. He suggested Kaka should remove the reference to the breach of the condition and
demanded a simple resignation. He also added that only then he would pay the full salary .
Karamchand Bapa refused to change the letter and asked, "How can I write the true condition
as 'not'? There is no other reason of my leaving this state." Raj Saheb again tried to persuade
him. He also threatened him about the salary. But Kabakaka remained firm. He protested
severely against the subjugation of truth and adoptingfalse flattery .

At last the Raj Saheb, tired of the matter, said, "Put aside the writing of the resignation. You
take away your salary for doing the work up to this day, which is Rs. 10,000/-. Kabakaka
strongly refused to accept that. He insisted, "If you want to give, accept my regular resignation
and pay fully, otherwise I do not want even a farthing." The gentleman who had introduced
Kabakaka to the Raj Saheb had managed to arrange negotiations between the two was present
at this time. He also did his best to persuade Kabakaka. He said, "I think you know the
consequence, if the prince is angry . Thank God that you get even ten thousand. Accept
whatever you get. Ten thousand is not a small amount." Kabakaka went on refusing and that
gentleman had the servant put those packets of Rupees ten thousand into Bapa's carriage.
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Bapa immediately got up and put aside the packets placed in the carriage and went away by
his own vehicle.

Here was a matter of giving in a little. Had he given in a little, he might have got not only ten
thousand but four times that wealth. But he was not a man to give up his pledge and let go
things as the other party desired. His pledge and reputation remained intact and he returned
home empty-handed. We must bear in mind that ten thousand of those days would come to
fifty thousand of these days. Had he accepted that amount he would have been able to enjoy
luxuries with those ten thousand, which are not enjoyed by an owner of fifty thousand this
day.

After coming from Vankaner, Bapa was without service in Rajkot. He had lost his post in
Rajkot, and his post at Vankaner was also lost. But in the Agency certain Englishmen were
sympathetic towards him. So the officers of the Political Department tried to get him service in
some other state. He did receive invitations from Palitana, M angrol etc., but Bapa was not
zealous enough to go to a new place and start living anew. During that time he became a prey
to asthma. M any times he received asthmatic attacks. On hearing of his illness Bavajiraj,
Thakor Saheb of Rajkot, came to inquire after his health. He already knew that Gandhi was in
search of service elsewhere. So when he saw him he said, "Gandhi, you do not have to go
elsewhere. You have a special post in Rajkot. As soon as you recover, take over the charge of
your post." The fact was that after Bapa's going over to Vankaner, Rajkot administration had
grown weak; the treasury was empty; even the Police Department did not get salaries for six
months together.

Kabakaka recovered but Thakor Saheb as if forgot the matter! So many days passed, but there
was no news from him. So he was tired and he tried to get an administrative post elsewhere.
Going to Junagadh was almost decided; but when he was busy preparing he was attacked by
asthma. On hearing of Kabakaka's sickness, Rajkot Thakor Saheb again came to inquire after
his health. He asked him about health and said to Bapa, "You became a prey to sickness,
because you have no work. So let me know as soon as you are a little free from this attack; I
will hand over charge to you. Having said so he went away and on the next day he issued a
regular order and handed over administration to Kabakaka.

Some time after this, as Bapuji has pointed out in his autobiography, Kabakaka went to
Porbandar in his own vehicle and met with an accident on the way. After this Karamchand
Bapa arrived at Rajkot with difficulty but remained bed-ridden. During his sickness Thakor
Bavajiraj held the charge of Diwan and paid full salary to Kabakaka. This happened for six
months together. Kabakaka found this obligation unbearable. So he requested the Thakor Saheb
to accept his resignation. But Thakor Saheb said that it may take even two years; you need not
worry about it. Thus passed next six months, but his dropsy was so serious that Kabakaka
could not resume his duties. Meantime, Thakor Bavajiraj and his kith and kin had a tug of war.
In that issue Kabakaka found that justice was on the side of kith and kin, so he requested the
Thakor Saheb to give in. Thakor Saheb was displeased. He said, "Even though we have so nice
relations, why you take the side of the opposite party?"

Kabakaka had no cowardice to subjugate his honest opinion. After this dialogue he requested
Thakor Saheb, "Please find out other administrator. No more am I in a position to serve you.
My physical condition goes on worsening instead of improving." Thus Bapa's resignation was
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accepted after paying him the salary for almost a year even though he was in bed. After that he
was paid Rupees fifty as pension for three years until his last breath.

During sickness Kabakaka remained very calm, quiet and full of devotion. Bapuji (Mahatmaji)
served him much. It is vividly described in the autobiography. Kabakaka used to address
Bapuji as "M anu". If he wanted anything, first of all he would call Manu only, and M anu was
always present there. After getting up in the morningM anu would furnish a tooth-brush, lead
him to latrine, wash his feet, give him a bath and medicine after proper preparation. After that
he would start his studies. Putalikaki also served Kabakaka very sincerely. She took much care
about his diet. Every now and then she would call from the kitchen "M anu, go and inquire,
what does your father require?" M anu would at once run up and inquire and after inquiring
would inform his mother. M anu was never tired or bored, even though he had to go there many
times as per his mother's instruction.

Manu and Karamchand Bapa had faith in each other. During the last days someone asked
Kabakaka "Kaka who will follow you?" He replied with serenity on his face. "This M anu will
preserve my reputation. He will bring glory to the family." M anu preserved the repute of the
family in the best way. It was not only preservation of Bapa's reputation, it was his very
immortalisation. Karamchand Bapa's soul would have shuddered every moment even after his
death if he could see the son's career. Due to the service done to the father himself M anu was
feeling a sense of gratitude. Bapuji once upon a time told me about this. I cannot resist the
temptation to make a note of it. People may perhaps understand the uselessness of the stream
of modern education as it is prevalent. True education lies in service. This has been already
forgotten. We should direct our Ashram students to the service of elders. We must explain to
them that service to the teachers and parents is more than reading of thousands of pages. I have
reached this height only due to the service of my father. M y reading is not as much as yours.
Thanks to the service of my father in my childhood days I have achieved the development of
my intellect and heart, the building and continuous progress of my character. Those who want
to test this statement may do so and see for them that all progress is dependent on service
only.

Chapter 5

My Grandfather

In Karamchand Bapa's times the golden age had gone away and a new age had already started.
Afterwards it started changingwith the speed of a horse. In olden times nobody even imagined
that the sons of Banias would go for studies all throughout their lives, having gone through
worldly intricacies they tried to become experts but now they had given up that ambition and
tried to achieve certificates of higher education and had started dreaming of bumper salaries.
The old education meant little writing and speedy accountancy regarding money and weights.
This was all to be committed to memory by the then prevalent mathematics in childhood.
Hardly any Bania would have cultivated an ambition to become a great learned man; that was
meant for Brahmins. But the modern attitude that one has to study for one's livelihood to
maintain a big family had already started in the childhood days of my grandfather.

For three or four generations, all the Gandhi youngsters had developed an intense desire for
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government service and diplomacy. They were forgetting that one can do something else if
there is no government service; that there could be more success in independent business than
service; that one can earn one's livelihood by many means. They thought there was more
prestige and security in preserving the positions given by fathers and uncles. On the other
hand, the days of getting jobs due to the tradition of the family had gone. Now youngsters
having high degrees started getting jobs everywhere. A man even though endowed with good
qualities and merits but without a degree was considered to be useless for service. So
Karamchand Bapa, seeing this, began the custom of sendinghis children and wards for English
education and making them fit for government service. It was impossible that all the children
would be interested in this new field and that they would have to qualify . My grandfather was
the first to go to the high school and complete his studies there. He could not get high enough
marks in the question paper on M athematics and so he was called "non-matric". But in those
days if anybody went to high school, it would be Bapuji (Mahatmaji). He became bar-at-law
also.

My grandfather's name was Khushalchand Gandhi. Just to distinguish him from Bapuji
(Mahatmaji) we call him Grand Bapuji. Grand Bapuji was eighteen years older than Bapuji. At
the age of four Grand Bapuji lost his mother, and his father at the age of fourteen. His father
Jivanbapa was older than Karamchand Bapa. When Karamchand Bapa was administrator of
Porbandar, Jivanbapa was M ahalkari [M agistrate] of Chhaya. One day in the morning when
Jivanbapa was brushing his teeth he fell from a high platform. His skull was severely
wounded. When Kabakaka received this news he went to Chhaya on horse and took away
Jivanbapa to his own place at Porbandar. He gave him much treatment but Jivanbapa's injury
proved fatal. After his demise, Kabakaka and Putalikaki became the parents of my grandfather.
They maintained him and cared so much that he hardly felt the absence of his parents.

Grand Bapuji was considerably older than Bapuji and his two elder brothers. M any persons
hesitate to consider cousins as elders, but Bapuji and his three brothers maintained fully the
status of my grandfather as an elder brother. Bapuji was devoted to the service of his elders,
he attracted the affection and faith of Grand Bapuji right from his childhood. In the family only
Grand Bapuji had some English education, and when Bapuji wished to talk or discuss
anything, he found it convenient to use English with him. Grand Bapuji was pleased to hear of
the progress of Mohandas.

After completinghis studies Grand Bapuji started the search for a job. He was already married;
so it was not desirable to depend on Kabakaka or other elders any more. First he gave tuition
to the boys of the relatives of the ruler of Rajkot State. But a tutor's job was not a permanent
one. Kabakaka looked for a good post. As there was a vacancy for a Police Inspector, Thakor
Bavajiraj enquired whether there was any young man in the Gandhi family fit for the Police
Inspector's job. Kabakaka instantly recommended my grandfather. He became a Police
Inspector and then was promoted to Police Superintendent. Afterwards he was appointed as
Municipal Inspector and lastly he served as an auditor. All throughout his service career he
maintained purity . He literally preserved the heritage of Karamchand Bapa, remaining far away
from corruption. Consequently he was never financially well-off; and because he was
permanently in service, he never faced a financial crisis. He was able to meet the household
expenses and the required social dealings in accordance with the old customs.

Most of the Diwans were Banias, but Banias serving as Police Inspectors and Police
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Superintendent was not ordinary . But in Gandhi family two to four persons have gone into
that profession and have excelled even Kshatriyas. Bapuji's elder brother Karsandas Gandhi
was a successful Police inspector of Porbandar state. Grand Bapuji also earned a good
reputation in Rajkot. Sometimes my grandmother talked of my Grand Bapuji's risky incidents.
At that time the anxieties of those days reappeared afresh. My grand Bapuji and his
contemporaries talk of their adventurous youth. We are ashamed on hearingthem. A question
arises in our minds, "What has happened to us in these five to six decades that we have grown
so cowardly?"

Moreover these were the matters of their daily interest : Horse-riding for miles together at a
stretch, shootingwithout fail, to travel on a speedy camel's back, to jump high and wide hedges
while riding on camels and horses. In those days there were several bright young men in our
family who excelled my grandfather in adventures. In comparison today we are shiveringand
are bored when we have to travel by a bullock-cart or we have to go to the fields in darkness all
alone. When we think of these things we experience that the age of machines, bookish
education in schools and a habit of resting secure under the power of other agencies have
rendered us lifeless!

When Grand Bapuji was Police Superintendent, there was an incident when Ajee robbers were
seen on the other side of the river carrying off cows forcefully . Instantly Grand Bapuji went
to the other bank with whatever arms and men were available. Those robbers threw stones at
the Police with the help of slings. They created smoke by setting fire to the fence of the fields
in order to hide their direction of escape. Still Grand Bapuji moved further and further ahead.
In the midst of lathi-fighting and a rain of slings he arrested three to four robbers. After that the
terror of M iyanas in Rajkot subsided. He prevented the evil of gambling by putting his life at
stake. As M unicipal Inspector he cleaned the streets and drains in the sun taking round for the
whole day -- even though he believed in untouchability . He was in the habit of doing his duties
with exactitude and perfection.

With the demise of Bavajiraj, the Gandhi family 's influence in state administration decreased.
Only Grand Bapuji remained in the service of the state and the newcomers could not tolerate
him. Consequently he was relieved from his service before he was mature for retirement. He
was given no pension. Only six months salary was paid to him. When he was relieved from
the service, his energy and health were quite active. But his sons were mature and were already
working. So there was no question of livelihood. He was not greedy about amassingmoney. He
started living a retired life. Today [ca.1936] he is about eighty five years old. Since the last four
or six years the power of his eyes and ears have weakened. Before that he used to devote the
whole day to self-study with an enthusiasm of a young man of twenty or twenty five. His
reading and thinking of Sanskrit and Gujarati religious books are wide and deep. Even today he
likes very much to read new books, understand and learn new philosophy. I told him once,
"Bapuji, now you must take rest." Instantly he replied, "In old age besides amassing
knowledge what job is there to which I can devote my time? Knowledge amassed to-day will
be useful in the next birth. In my next birth, right from childhood my intellect will be bright. In
my life I have never amassed anythingelse. My inheritance comprises these religious works. I
hope you will utilize this inheritance fully ."

His body has completely become a prey to old age. Every limb of his body is suffering from
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weakness. He still gets up at dawn and repeats the names of God with his prayer beads and
sits in meditation unmoving till morning. After bath at eight or nine he sits for worship till
lunch time. After worship and Puja he reads six discourses of the Gita. Except for his serious
illness this order has been maintained for thirty to forty years. Because of his many
appointments, sometimes he is late. But he never takes his meals before performing worship
and Puja. I have been listeningmy whole life to the sound of Gita's verses coming out from the
corner of my residence. Because of that my ears find equal acquaintance with Sanskrit and
Gujarati. Grand Bapuji is not satisfied with religious studies only. He has made an intelligent
lifelong study of Bapuji's (M ahatmaji's) revolutionary life. Whatever thought of Bapuji he has
understood, wherever he has found truth, he has accepted it at his ripe age and also made all
possible changes he could. He has been pleased with the changes which his sons and grandsons
have made, and those which he himself has not been able to make. He has always blessed them
also!

When Bapuji went to England for the first time the M odh Caste of Porbandar strongly
protested it; however Grand Bapuji went to Bombay to give him a sendoff, undertaking the
risk of excommunication and he was excommunicated by the caste. According to my opinion
that excommunication decreed by the Porbandar caste is yet in existence today. From that day
it can be said that he has done whatever Bapuji has asked him to do. Even though he was elder
he has allowed Bapuji to manage all the domestic affairs. He never expected that sons should
earn and amass wealth. He expected that they should always do kind acts and he has provided
all conveniences from his side. How generously he allows us to flourish, will be proved by
only one instance.

Once I had been to Rajkot for staying with him for some time. There, according to my rule, I
got up early in the morning and after my bath I used to study a little and at eight o'clock I went
to the Harijans to learn the weaving of Khadi. There I stayed with them for three hours and
filled up bobbins. After that I came home and used to take meals after washing my hands. My
grandmother did not like that I mixed with the Harijans and only after using her water could I
take her meals. She was always perplexed with my behavior. I also taught in the school of
Bhangis [sweepers] and keep Bhangi boys by my side. She felt that she would not be
successful in instructing me and she contained her displeasure in her heart, but one day while
serving food to me she said, "Prabhu, would it not be better to take your bath after coming
instead of going there after the bath ?" Before I could prepare my reply, Grand Bapuji replied
to Grandmother, "We may not follow in the footsteps of Mohandasbhai, but we must allow
our children to follow him in his footsteps. We are used to a particular type of living, so we are
not able to give up old habits easily. But let us not prevent our children from a progressive
way of life! We may prevent them if they go astray, but their welfare and the welfare of us all
lies in following the path of Bapu." Is it not remarkable that staunch believers in
untouchability should show this much generosity of heart?

When Grand Bapuji and Bapuji meet each other after two or five years, the sight is worth
seeing. To me it has been a celestial sight. I have shivered with delight. I have seen thousands
and lakhs bowing before Bapuji's feet but it is a rare sight that Bapu bows his head before
anybody's feet. Bapuji would be busy with his own work in his seat . I may not know that
Grand Bapuji has come into the next room. Grand Bapuji with folded hands would see Bapu
from a distance just as he would do in the Haveli [temple] before the picture of God. As soon
as Bapu would see this, he would get up from his seat and would hurriedly run to grand
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Bapuji, bowing his head to his feet. After that both would sit on one seat and heartily inquire
after each other's health and start talking. After an hour Grand Bapuji would return from
Bapu's room, and when Bapu was in his seat and one with his work, he would fold his hands
and then return. It is rare that the elder brother has such devotion to and faith in younger
brother. M any times I have seen Grand Bapuji offering salutations to the photograph of
Bapuji at the end of his Puja.

Chapter 6

Bapuji

Is it necessary to introduce the revered Bapuji? Is he only a resident of a town like Rajkot or
Porbandar? He is Bapuji of the whole of Gujarat, M ahatma of the whole country , Gandhibhai
of South Africa, a well known Satyagrahi leader, not only that but a great man of the whole
world.
There is rarely anybody who does not know such a great, very great man. M any have heard
his name, many have a concept about his greatness, still many do not know his whole history .
Not many may know when and how and what he did, how many burdensome tasks he
accomplished. Bapuji has written his autobiography in two parts, and the history of
Satyagraha in South Africa in two parts. Over and above these he has written about his
experiences in jails. He has himself written these five books. There are many books written
about his life. What more is to be written for those who can read? So here there is no scope for
introducing him.

But one thing remains to be done. Very few would know the special events of Bapuji's life. I
talk of their chronological order and time. Bapuji has not became a subject of study at school
like Akbar or Aurangzeb. So it is not possible to memorize the dates of those events of his life!
It is not necessary to memorize them. However there will be a mess if one has not proper
knowledge of the matters that are to be presented in this series. So it is good if one has a very
brief view of Bapuji's life. It will be more interesting if we have a view in the proper
perspective of Bapu's own years in the calculation of Christ's or Vikram's era. If we know the
order of events in this perspective it is really interesting. When Bapuji returned from South
Africa he was forty five years old. At that time the all-destroying and pernicious German war
was in full swing. This book has a span of time confined to those days. So let us see the details
of Bapuji's life of those forty five years.

Once Bapuji's secretary M ahadevbhai went to Porbandar. There he saw the dark room in
which Bapuji was born. At that time he described it in Navjivan in this way, "Bapu took birth
in this dark room as if to remove the darkness of the world." That imagination is quite correct.
When he was born, it was a dark age. It was the year 1869 of Christian Era. The whole country
was fast asleep in delusion. It was very happy in its life of slavery. It was not interested in
prowess and taking cudgels, unlike the older ages. It had developed a distaste towards its own
religion. The current of ancient literature had dried up; a new one was not yet born. In business
also old M ahajan's power for self-protection had gone to the dogs; no new concept of
Swadeshi had seen the light of the day. There was darkness in all directions. In the midst of
that dense darkness a lamp was lit in the family of Uttamchand Bapa and Karamchand Bapa,
practising severe penance. There are many lamps confined to a family, but this M ohandas
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became a lamp of the world. He was brought up for five or six years just as the children of big
families are brought up. He was made to play with servants. Parents fondled and nourished
him. When he developed the power of understanding his flame began to spread light. At the
small age of ten years he started self development. He himself became his own watchman. He
started to become his own Guru. He was not an extrovert and became an introvert, and started
his pilgrimage towards self-development. Let us have a glimpse of that progress.

At the age of 10 years :
His self respect was awake. He preferred suicide to a suppressed life; but afterwards he found
that self restraint was better and he gave up the addiction of stealthy smoking.

At the age of 11 years :
Even in English M iddle School he did not go astray. He literally observed the rule of going
home directly from the school. He was never idle in his studies. He never cheated his teachers.

At the age of 12 years :
In the examination the teacher advised him to correct his spelling by copying, but he did not.
He maintained his good behaviour towards such a teacher also.

At the age of 13 years :
He read and saw the drama of Shravan and Harishchandra. He resolved to become a devotee of
his father and decided to tell the truth at any cost. He had dreams about Harishchandra. In such
calamities also he was resolved to observe truth. He married.

At the age of 14 years :
He attended upon the sick father from morning till evening for hours together. He did not go to
bed till late at night and attended upon his father. The brothers who had married in the same
period of time became lethargic and never went to school again, while Bapu studied well and
achieved control over his mind. Even though he devoted his time to attend his father, he won a
prize in the examination.

At the age of 15 years :
In the High School he passed two standards in one year. He helped his second brother in theft,
but immediately he experienced a stingfrom within. He wrote a note to his father and declared
his fault and apologized. He purified himself with his father's tears. "Love is mightier than
beating." This truth was realised in his heart.

At the age of 16 years :
He got a scholarship of rupees four. He attended upon his father for bandages etc. for four
years until the end of his father's life, without a single day 's break. He heard religious sermons
while attending upon his father. He developed an equal respect for all religions and faiths. He
read M anusmriti. He developed deep faith in morality and truth. Shamal Bhatt gave him a
motto : "One who does a good turn against a bad one, wins the battle of life." Bapu translated
this motto in his actual life.

At the age of 17 years :
He got a scholarship of rupees ten. The company of a friend proved harmful. He tried to
improve the friend but was himself involved into it. He believed that if we wished to make
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Hindustan free, we have to become strong like the British people. For that all should have a
non-vegetarian diet. The friend obtained delicious non-vegetarian items. Bapu ate them three or
four times even if he had a vomiting sensation. He gave up the non-vegetarian diet to avoid
telling a lie before his parents. He remained a reformer. That very friend took him to a woman
of doubtful character, but Bapu could save himself. He did not commit that sin. He did not give
up that friendship.

At the age of 18 years :
He passed his Matriculation. For one term he went to Bhavnagar. He was not interested in the
lectures.

At the age of 19 years :
Bapu's father's friend suggested that to preserve the heritage of Diwanship, he should go to
England and become a Barrister. He welcomed this suggestion. To avoid a shortage of money
he sold his wife's ornaments and got rupees three thousand. For the remaining sum, the elder
brother assured him of his personal help in any way. He was not afraid of the ex-
communication from his caste. He took three pledges before his mother: "I will not touch
meat.", "I will not touch wine.", "I will not touch another's wife." He reached England after
voyagingthrough the stormy sea.

At the age of 20 years :
In England he remembered his home. At night he shed tears. He utilized his strongwill-power
in not returning from there. He was not able to get dishes unmixed with meat anywhere. For
months together he was half starved. He ate tasteless food. Some older persons enticed him,
threatened him, overpowered in arguments for meat-eating, but he did not say 'yes'. He
maintained the pledges he took before his mother. He found a vegetarian dining hall. He read
books about giving up meat-eating and he overcame all the arguments for the non-vegetarian
diet. He maintained his accounts very exactly even to the pie. He kept his expenses under
control. He wished to be a pucca Englishman. So he adopted external pomp and vain show. He
paid heavy fees for learning the arts of dancing, playing upon musical instruments and public
speaking. Soon he realised : "I went astray totally , I misused my brother's wealth earned with
his hard labour. He gave up his fascination for all the three arts. He had pretended that he was
unmarried. He himself declared that it was a lie and saved himself from slipping down towards
immoral standards.

At the age of 21 years :
He could not give up his showy behavior in clothing ; in other respects he increased
simplicity . He cut down his expenses to half the extent. He began to cook by himself. He gave
up the use of vehicles. He made it a rule to do all places by walking down. He regularly
maintained a time table for every minute. He saved much time. He studied hard. Besides
reading for the Bar he passed his M atriculation from the University of London. He studied
Latin, French and Chemistry . He was never internally perturbed because of his plain living. On
the contrary he rejoiced in it. He studied Gita, Bible, Theosophy and Atheism. He became a
non-atheist. He accepted heartily the verses of the signs of Sthitaprajna, as given in the verses
of the Gita.

At the age of 22 years :
He started a vegetarian club. He began to take simple food. He gave up tea, coffee and spices.
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He found out that boiled food is more delicious. He thought that eggs were not a non-
vegetarian item. He took them for fifteen days, but he gave up eating them takingin view the
pledge he had taken before his mother. He insisted that he must keep his promise. He went to
a vegetarian club. The lady in whose house he stayed was of bad character. He was attracted
towards her while playing cards with his friends. He was warned by the suggestion of the
friend. He repented and awakened himself. He thanked God. He read books on law and other
subjects over and above his examination books and became a barrister. He returned to India.

At the age of 23 years :
He was shocked to learn of the sad demise of his mother. This shock was more serious and
deeper than that of the demise of his father. But he did not mourn aloud, he did not shed tears.
He thought that death is a transformation of life and thus he consoled his mind. He came in
direct contact with Poet Rajchandra. Even though he was a jeweller, he was disinterested. The
goal of his life was self-realization. He was deeply impressed by this man; but he did not make
him his Guru. He did not find any man of knowledge and of pure character capable of being a
Guru. He was not successful as a pleader. As soon as he got up to speak his legs trembled and
his tongue would not work. Anyhow he began to earn three hundred rupees per month in
Rajkot. The Political Agent insulted him. He could not pocket the insult. He found that the
atmosphere around him was full of flattery and poisonous. Even though he earned a lot his
mind was dejected.

At the age of 24 years :
He went to South Africa to help a Meman firm in a legal case of Rs. six lakhs. This case was
complicated and prolonged. He went to South Africa on contract for one year. The firm had to
bear his expenses and had to pay a salary also. There he got mastery over the local laws. He
learnt accountancy right from the beginning and collected all the papers of the said case and
prepared a case for white Barristers. Lawyers often exploit the clients under the pretext of
defending them they render them penniless. Bapu saw all this and he developed a dislike for
the profession of law. After great efforts he persuaded both the parties to prevent them from
going to the court of law. He got the case decided by the help of a Committee. His client won
the case. Still he did not allow him to be proud. In this task he employed all his inner strength
of mind. He inspired his client to be merciful to the opposite party .

On his arrival at South Africa he had a bitter experience of white people humiliating the black
ones. The court ordered him to remove the turban. But he did not abide by it and left the
place. There was a hue and cry. When he was going to Transwaal the white officers pushed
him out of the first class compartment. They asked him to go elsewhere and sit there. But he
did not. He let the train go. He sat there for the whole night in the midst of cold with hands and
feet folded. He did not touch the luggage thrown out of the carriage. Throughout the night he
went on thinking deeply. He prevented his mind from returning home and resolved to remove
the awful disease of colour distinction. He decided to suffer all the agonies to be faced in that
programme. He sent a wire to the Railway M anager complaining about the incident and
travelled by the same train the next day. The last travel was by a tonga. The chief of the tonga
company asked him on the way, "O black, I want to sit there, you sit here on the mat before
my feet." He resisted this insult. He was thrashed and slapped. But he stuck to the pipe near
him, just like a crocodile. He lost all hopes of reaching home alive. At that time two or four
merciful persons in the tonga intervened and said, "Let that beggar alone" saying these words
they prevented the man from beating him. Thus Bapu was saved. In the same year the third
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time when he was walking on the foot-path near the residence of the president in Pretoria, the
capital of Transwaal, he was compelled to get down by a white sergeant who beat him
seriously. Another white friend was eager to stand as a witness, but Gandhi suppressed the
instinct of revenge and did not complain against the sergeant.

Christians sought him for conversion. They discussed a lot. They made him read a lot of
books. He made many English friends, went to churches, but before being attracted towards
the religion of others he decided to study his own religion deeply. In spite of much other work
he read many books on his own religion. At the result of this study he cultivated a deep faith
in his own religion.

In his twenty-fourth year, he gave his first speech. He advised the Indian merchants to practice
truth and live with cleanliness and tidiness. He also explained that practice and religion must go
hand in hand, they are not contrary to each other. But their intermingling is unavoidable, these
are all sided goods for their preservation, he explained. These words had a considerable
influence on the illiterate and multi-coloured community.
He had personal experience of white people and the government inflicting contemptuous
injustices on the blacks. He collected evidences and raised a hue and cry against it. But he did
not take any legal action against anybody until he had his duty done regarding legal fight. He
conserved all excitement in his mind and transformed it into his strength.

At the age of 25 years :
He was busy preparing for returning to India. It was evening before his departure. A grand
function was arranged to honour his public services. He was going through a press note in the
newspaper which indicated that the Indians' right of voting was to be cancelled. He explained
the fact to the people who had gathered there for the function. He added that if this bill was
passed, Indians in South Africa will be no more. The important persons at the function
requested him to guide the community against that Bill and insisted that he should let go one
steamer. He got an agreement that the community would pay the expenses necessary for that
work. He refused his own fees and agreed to stay there for a month more. The dinner party
was changed into an action committee and overnight they sent a petition to the Assembly duly
signed by many respected Indians. However the bill was passed. He took pains to collect the
Natal laws and other literature, and sent a second petition within fifteen days to the English
Cabinet. This petition contained ten thousand signatures of colonial Indians -- this means
signatures of almost every colonial Indian. He got printed one thousand copies of that petition
and canvassed first in India and England. English people were kindly affected and the law of
cancelling the right of voting for Indians was rendered null and void. Thus the element of
colour-distinction was prevented from entering the books of law. Once more he thought of
going to India; but people insisted on his staying. He refused to take any salary as a reward for
his public service, but he had to spend for his personal purposes. So he undertook contracts of
pleadership for a year from about twenty parties, and had annual allowances. His main
occupation was social service, and his pleadership was secondary. White pleaders agitated
against a black coolie barrister's gettingan authorised license. Through his personal influence he
made several white friends and got the license. On account of this hue and cry he had publicity
in newspapers and became well-known throughout South Africa. After getting the license he
became more humble. Some time ago he had refused to remove his turban in the court, but
while practising he removed it. Some friends laughed at this juncture, but he tolerated
every thing.
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To put social services on a solid basis he established three institutions: (1) Natal Indian
Congress, (2) an Indian Educational Institution and (3) a Library . He made them all throb with
life. He did every little thing with care and interest. In the beginning there was no regular
collection system for the Congress. People used to request the workers to come next time, and
after a hundred visits they did not comply with the demands. One party in Tongaat had to pay
only six pounds, but to collect that small sum there had to be a longdiscussion throughout the
night. That fellow did not agree to pay more than three pounds, but in the morning he took a
kind turn and paid the full amount. Thenceforward it became easy to collect the subscription
for the Congress from the whole of the territory. After that the Congress had a good amount of
deposits after paying up all expenses. M oreover, it had its own land and building out of the
subscriptions.

Bapuji called meetings of the Congress at intervals of a month or a fortnight and began to
enlighten people on political matters. He taught them to discuss the public welfare. He made
illiterate people speak. Together with that he did a good deal of constructive work. He taught
people how to live neatly and tidily. He taught people to practise truth. He changed the life-
style of shabby misers.

The English owners of sugarcane farms hired labourers on contract indentures for five or seven
years from India. Thus, thousands of Indian labourers were imported by Natal Government.
They were called agreement holders (or girmitias in local tongue). On the expiry of the
indenture they had to return to India or they had to become the labourers of the whites. The
whites did not like that these labourers might have their small farms and have their own
agriculture in the Indian way. The whites feared that they might have a permanent stay in
Natal. They considered that they were a black spot in the white public life with this
consideration the Natal government proposed to an annual tax of 25 pounds i.e. Rs. 375 per
labourer whose contract had expired. Looking at this proposal, Gandhiji was much annoyed.
He called a meeting of the Natal Indian Congress and expressed his protest against this action.
A deputation of representatives of the Natal government to Lord Elgin, the viceroy of India,
who insisted on reducing it to pounds 3, instead of 25.

Even though Gandhi was a barrister and respected leader of Indian people he was not proud of
it. He became more humble. He mixed with agreement holder labourers. He enquired after their
miseries and took legal action against the White owners who harassed them. He did not do any
harm to these farm owners. Instead of making them angry , he pleased them. The agreement
holders upheld him as their friend. In other words he became the servant of labourers.

Thus during his 24th and 25th years of life, he put in uncommon endeavours . He carried his
expertise to a pinnacle. He gained much experience and information. He entered the hearts of
his people. His enemies were deeply impressed with his nobility and generosity . He showed
his will power as far as his self respect was concerned. He developed the art of winning
arguments. He renounced his attachment for amassing money. He made social service a life
mission. M oreover he deeply studied religious books and cultivated a deep interest in religious
matters on his own. In short, at the age of prime of youth when one's behaviour is marked with
emotions, he lent splendour to his personality and proceeded towards "M ahatma-hood".

At the age of 26 years:
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The institution established the previous year was functioning. Now he was free from the initial
efforts. He decided that the mission of his life would be a little practice as a lawyer and social
service in the rest of the time. When this mission was steady he devoted his free time to the
deep study of religion after his daily work. He had correspondence with Kavi Rajchandra. He
had very interesting discussions with him. During this time he read Narmadashankar's
"Dharmavichar" (Reflections on Religion). He read translations of the Upanishads; he also
started exercises in Pranayama and Asanas (Yogic postures), but he could not do much in that
direction because he was quite alone. In addition to these he made a deep study of Tolstoy 's
"What shall we do then?" and other works of religious and philosophical interest. He read the
life and works of M ohammed and the sayings of Zoroaster. He meditated upon Buddha's
universal love. He increased the purity of his heart to a very great extent in comparison to his
outward behaviour. Now he became a seeker of the soul. He started doingall his work with a
spirit of dedication to the Almighty.

He lived with pomp and glamour in Durban, the city of the Whites. His locality was the best.
His bungalow was quite fine. Externally he was a big barrister, but in his heart of hearts he was
quite simple and humble. He became an idol of goodness, to that extent that one of his friends
who proved treacherous and brought disgrace to his home. Still he did him no harm, he
subdued his anger and was satisfied with non-co-operation with
him.

At the age of 27 years:
He came to India for a short time. During the tour he started learningTamil and Urdu. He went
to cities like Calcutta, Bombay, Poona, M adras and others. He went to Lokmanya Tilak,
Gokhaleji, Bhandarkar, Ranade, Pherozeshah Mehta, Surendranath Banerji and other leaders of
the Congress and English and Indian chief editors of newspapers. He went from door to door
and explained the pathetic condition of Indians in South Africa especially the agreement
holders, who were hard pressed with the tax of three pounds. During his stay at Rajkot for a
month or so, he wrote a pamphlet with a green cover and printed twenty thousand copies. He
propagated it extensively in India and abroad. He had given lectures before the illiterate people
of South Africa but he had stage fright in addressing the assemblies of learned persons of India.
So he wrote out his lectures and then delivered them in accordance with the instructions of
Pherozeshah. In the beginning, he could not read even the written matter, such was his stage
fright. Though he had no skill in speaking, his efforts were so exhaustive that he made the
problem of Indians of South Africa live throughout the length and breadth of India and Europe.
He explained to the world that his fight was quite justified because it was against injustice.
When he was at Rajkot, he instructed the children of the family and others regarding studies,
use of time, physical exercise etc. and took social work from them without being very serious
about it. In addition to that when he found that infection of Cholera was threatened from
Bombay, he immediately framed a committee in Rajkot to resist it. He took a main part in it
and he himself made minute observation by going to the Haveli of the Vaishnavas, a locality of
the Harijans. He went from door to door. He inspected all the latrines and got them reformed
as much as possible. His brother-in-law (Sister's husband) was on his death-bed. He nursed
him by keeping him in his own room until the end. He kept awake for several nights.

At the age of 28 years:
In a civil case of Rs. 6 lakhs, he had been successful as a pleader for his client in Pretoria. In
that very client's steamer "Courland" he returned to Natal with his family. On the way there
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was fierce storm on the sea but the steamer was saved form disaster. The passengers were
afraid, but he himself remained free from any fear and encouraged and helped others. When he
reached Durban, another steamer also reached there on the same day. There were eight hundred
Indian passengers in both of them. On this side the matter of the green pamphlet had reached
Natal and the Whites were very angry with him. The idea that "Gandhi has declared us
notorious and now he wants to bring as many Indians as he can to Natal and he has brought
with him eight hundred persons" had taken possession of their brains. So when the Courland
reached the shore, crowds of English people gathered together at the Durban port and began to
shout, "Send both the steamers back to India, otherwise any Indian who lays his foot on the
land of Natal will be pushed into the sea." On the strength of Gandhibhai the passengers of
both the steamers refused to surrender to such threats. For twenty -three days the government
did not permit the steamers to enter the harbour. The Indians did not budge an inch. On the
other hand the Whites also became a little quiet. So at last the steamer was permitted to enter
the harbour. All the passengers got down. His family also reached its destination. After that
Bapu himself got down from the steamer. As soon as he got down, he was recognized by his
turban with a tail-like end, and crowds of white people surrounded him like locusts. Stones and
rotten eggs were showered on him. Blows of hands and feet followed. He had a reeling
sensation. Had he fallen to the ground, he would have been trampled down by hundreds of
boots, and his body would have been crushed to ashes. M eanwhile he caught hold of the front
railings of a house and he saved himself from falling down. At this critical moment he
constantly remembered God in his mind. There was no anger towards the beaters. There was a
spirit of forgiving with the idea that they would realize their own mistakes and repent. There
was no hope of saving his life. But God could not afford the destruction of that body. The
Almighty inspired an English lady, who opened her umbrella and stood by the side of Bapuji.
The beating was getting milder. In the meantime a police officer came there with his troop and
took Bapu to his destination under police protection. Once more the White citizens gathered
together and began to shout "Give us Gandhi, we want to burn him alive; if you will not hand
over him to us, we will set fire to the whole building.". The police officer drew the attention of
the mob to another direction with one trick or another and sent Bapu to the police office in the
disguise of an Indian Policean. Afterwards he threw open the house of Parsi Rustomji where
Bapu had taken refuge. Of course he made a condition with the mob that they could do no
harm to the wife and children of Gandhi. People were disappointed because they did not find
Gandhi there, and so they dispersed. After eight to ten days there was all quiet. The South
African Government suggested to Bapu to file a suit against the aggressors but Bapuji rejected
the proposal and took pity on the aggressors. The white people were put to shame when they
realized their own mistake and understood this generosity, valour and forbearance. M any of
them became Bapu's friends. This memorable day was that of 13th January , 1897 (M akar
Sankranti according to Indian Calendar).

After this he once more started his legal practice for the livelihood of his family and for the rest
of his time he practiced service to the community. He corresponded with Dadabhai and
Mancherji Bhavnagari in England on behalf of the Natal Congress. He wrote detailed letters to
them every week. Thus he carried the stories of injustice done to the Indians of South Africa to
the members of the Parliament and the ministers.

At the age of 29 years :
He felt that the service done by means of advice and discussion is not a complete service. So he
decided to devote two hours to service which required physical labour. He worked as a
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compounder in a charity hospital. He treated sick persons. He kept in his house a leper and
served him. Thus he could know well the happiness and misery of the indenture holders. He
increased physical labour and simplicity at home also. He started to wash his European clothes
himself and learnt to cut his hair by himself. Once he went to the court with clothes loosely
starched and at the second time he went there with his hair cut as if by rats. The white
barristers laughed at him a lot and he partook in the laughter. He was not shy and with efforts
became an expert washerman and a skilful barber in a very short time.

He took up the problem of educating the children growing up in home. He started framing a
science of child education, especially child rearing and character building and the education of
their hearts and also industrial education according to his own line of thinking. He kept the
Gujarati language alive at his home in the midst of English language on all sides. He invited the
Indians, the Whites, the Hindus, the Muslims and other friends to come and stay at his home.
He offered them such hospitality that he himself cleansed their stools and urine pots. He
cleansed the latrines of Harijan guests himself with insistence and caused Kasturba with a high
hand to do the same. In one year he read bulky volumes on medical science and became more
than half a doctor.

At the age of 30 years :
His mind was attracted towards Celibacy (Brahmacharya). He started efforts towards its
observance. When Durban was plague-struck, he helped the M unicipality in cleansing the
Indian localities. He also hammered the importance of cleanliness in the popular mind like a
labourer. He cleansed the dirty slums and sprayed pesticides.

At the age of 31 years :
The English people fought against the Boers to get possession over the gold mines of
Johannesburg. In this fight the well-known General Lord Kitchner was the leader. In this case
Bapu found that justice was on the other side than the English people, but he thought that as
he was the subject of the Empire and so he must render his services to it. Therefore he went
with the British army and got permission with great efforts for serving the wounded. 1100
Indian youths gathered together. All learnt make physical exercise and dressing. He himself
was appointed the Captain-Sergeant. In the midst of bombardment and continuous showers of
bullets he ventured to go there and carry away the wounded persons. They were to be carried
to a centre eight to ten miles away. Sometimes the distance was thirty to forty miles and the
road passed through jungles. Here also he had to accomplish this task at night with the
company of the wounded. At the end of the service the government appreciated him and
praised his team.

At the age of 32 years :
The reputation of the Indians in South Africa improved and two to four Indian workers of
noble families prepared themselves through studies. So Gandhi and his family returned to their
homeland with a view to serve the country . They left there well-settled settlements in South
Africa for this purpose. When they were to leave for their homeland the Indians of South
Africa expressed their gratitude by arranging a public function in their honour. Felicitations
were dedicated to them in golden or silver frames. In addition to these, a golden watch, a
diamond ring and a golden necklace for Kasturba were also awarded. When he got these
presents he could not sleep for the whole night. He was afraid that these rewards for public
service would destroy him. He explained this matter to Ba. She wept but in the end Bapu was
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successful in bringing home the truth that one should have no infatuation for these precious
ornaments. He deposited the ornaments costing thousands of rupees with a bank and formed a
trust.

He had decided to observe celibacy two years ago. Now he started to observe it totally . He
took strict actions for developing self-restraint. He decided to go to bed after a continuous
labour in doing various duties throughout the day. His mind was beyond control, but he kept
awake the sense of discrimination for all the twenty four hours and won self-restraint with
great efforts.

At the age of 33 years :
After coming to India, he travelled a lot for getting experience of the country. He was used to
first class travelling, but just for getting acquaintance with his country-men he travelled by
third class. Therein he suffered a lot of hardships but he enjoyed the travels. In that year the
conference of the Congress was to be held under the presidentship of Dinshaw Wacha. He
went to Calcutta in 1901 to attend the Congress conference for the first time. He gave no
publicity to his own name, his reputation as a hero of South Africa and his pomp as a
barrister. He served the delegates and leaders as an ordinary volunteer. The dirt at the latrines
of the camp was terrific. He himself got a broom and cleansed the latrine and then used it. He
also cleansed the Verandahs which were used as latrines by delegates duringnight. He cleansed
them in the morning. He went to the office of the Chief Secretary . There he accepted clerical
work and his private services. He even served him in putting on his dress. He was allotted only
three minutes for presenting a resolution in South African issue. Even though it was an
important matter, he did not complain at all. He politely utilized the opportunity and went to
a corner and sat there. Even though he attended the Congress for the first time, he experienced
that there were many disorders. He witnessed the fruitless pomp of the leaders, the waste of
time, the utter irresponsibility of the delegates, the rampant untouchability , the shamelessness
of the volunteers etc. and he was vexed. He found that those reforms were a must, but he
neither thought bad of those leaders nor did he let his spirit of service go down.

After the Congress Conference, he stayed with Gokhaleji for a month. During that time he
developed close relations with a number of leaders. After that he came to Rajkot and opened a
legal practice as a barrister. In his homeland he won in a legal suit at Jamnagar. Then he went to
Veraval. It was plague-struck. A White magistrate wanted to encamp there. Nobody could
dissuade him from doing so. Bapu dared to do so. He did not feel at home in Kathiawar when
he returned from England, but now when he had returned from South Africa he felt quite at
home and so he thought of settling there. But Gokhaleji insisted that he should open a legal
practice at Bombay and should spend his spare time in helping him in his service activities. So
he went to Bombay and stayed there. There he paid very high fees for the law library and
became a member. He opened his own office and started legal practice. He had hardly worked
there for two or three months, when he received a wire from South Africa. He had to leave the
new practice in the midst and set out for South Africa.

It is advisable to devote a separate chapter to the next twelve years. Let us close this chapter
in his own words.

"There is a belief prevalent that one gets knowledge of the Self in one's fourth stage of the life.
But those who postpone this precious thing until the fourth stage do not attain to the
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knowledge of the Self, but lead a burdensome life of old age and a second pitiable childhood.
This is the universal experience."

Chapter 7

That Divine Penance

Bapuji went to South Africa for the third time. He proposed to go there for two months or
four. Bapuji, as fate would have it, had to stay there for twelve full years. These twelve years
were of austere penance.

By the age of thirty three he had been a gentleman, an excellent student, a true Arya, an august
hero, a true aspirant and much more than that. Still he was an ordinary man like others, but
after those twelve years of penance, he exceeded a hundredfold greater than ordinary human
experience. He acquired the achievement of making a man out of clay (i.e. transforming an
ordinary man into an extraordinary human being).

During these times the Phoenixsettlement was founded; and his penance came to an end there.
In this collection of memories of Phoenix settlement the holy flame of austere penance will
shine naturally in every chapter. There is a big contradiction between that grand penance and
its terrifying Karmayoga and this author's child-like intelligence resembling the drops of dew.
How much reflection can take place in a pearl-like dewdrop?

At the age of 34 years.
In the beginningof this year, i.e. in the end of 1902, Bapuji returned to Natal. The Minister for
Colonies had come from England to put an end to the Boer War. Gandhi informed him of the
miseries his countrymen faced in Natal. After that the government closed the doors of the
Transvaal, however he went to the capital with the help of his old European friends and stood
there in public. The officers were all annoyed. All of them were novices. There was no end to
their hot temper. A petty officer called Bapu and ordered him to leave the Transvaal. His
behavior resembled that of a superintendent who calls the prisoners at the gate of the jail and
threatens them. He prevented him from going to Chamberlain. How can this be tolerated?

He came to see, but he had to make efforts and strive. Really he had came from Bombay only
to talk to the Minister about the grievances to be faced in the Transvaal. He intended to return
to his homeland in one or two months after doing this, but he decided to stay in the Transvaal.
In Johannesburg he enrolled in the Court and started his own office in the big square at the

court of that golden city.

The White people found this black barrister an eye-sore. But law was not in their favour. It
was in favour of Bapuji's truth. He did not charge anything as fees for his barristership but he
charged a token remuneration and started protecting his poor countrymen from the Asiatic
Department. The officers of that department took one thousand five hundred to two thousand
Rupees as a bribe before giving any right to anybody. Bapuji charged only Rupees thirty as a
fixed fee and started claims of such people regularly and won the case for the allotment of their
rights. He never cared whether the case took an hour or three months! But he never coveted
even a penny more the two Pounds.
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Had there been any other youth, he would have been carried away in the flow of such exciting
work as this. But Bapuji increased his studies in the midst of the hustle and bustle of activities.
He founded an association of Seekers of Truth (Jignasu Mandal). He read "Rajyoga" by

Swami Vivekananda. He also read "Yoga Darshana" by Patanjali. He passed his matriculation
at the age of eighteen. Since then he had not touched any book in Sanskrit. Now he read the
original Gita in Sanskrit for the first time and removed the rust. He memorized thirteen
discourses of the Gita while daily brushing his teeth in the morning. That memorizing was not
only oral, or for showmanship. He repeatedly thought over the words of the Gita, like absence
of respect, non-violence, absence of partiality, sense of non-possession, fearlessness, absence
of anger etc. He repeated mentally these values in action during sleep or awakening.

At the age of 35 years.
He started publishing the weekly "Indian Opinion" in Gujarati and English editions. His
residence was at Johannesburgand the newspaper was beingpublished at Durban. There was a
distance of three hundred miles between the two cities. Even in the midst of piles of work
surging before him, he never delayed in writing the editorials. Through that newspaper he
imparted national education to the Indians. He taught them what is good and what is bed. He
also taught them the concepts of respect and insult. He also taught them doing team-work. He
changed the opinions of the Whites about the Indians and pocketed their good wishes.

A few months after the publication of the newspaper, there was a heavy rainfall in
Johannesburg. An epidemic of plague broke out in Johannesburg among the labourers in the
gold mines. Twenty three Indian coolies were a prey to infection. They had to come home. If
there is a tumor in the arm-pit or thigh it can be cured, but this plague developed in the lungs.
The infected persons seldom escaped death. When Bapuji heard this he at once went to the
settlement of the Indians by bicycle. The dirt there put to shame the dirt of Indian slums. He
accepted the challenge of arresting the progress of this deadly disease. Just as it is impossible
to escape alive from a house on fire, it was impossible to escape alive after sitting day and
night by the side of plague patients.

Bapuji and his Brahmin and Bania companions jumped into the venture of puttingout the fire
of plague, without any consideration of the past or future. They cleansed a building that was
lying unused. They did this work in just one night. They did it themselves. They begged for
cots and rugs. They went from door to door and gathered together the victims of plague. They
made them stay at this house. They went from one patient to another; they consoled them and
gave them the medicines prescribed by the doctors. There were twenty three cots. Bapuji
found a native Christian doctor. His spirit of service was as strong as others. Several English
men and women came to help Bapuji. When they found that he had jumped into that venture
resembling the wildfire, he sent them back with thanks.

Out of these twenty three, twenty expired on the first night or the second day. Doctors
advised the patients to take a liquor as medicine and insisted the workers to take liquor for
immunizing themselves against the infection. Three patients, Bapuji and his team, refused to
take liquor as medicine even at the cost of life. He experimented earth and water on those three
patients. They were able to save two of them.

Some patients did take liquor, out of them twenty, save one, met with death. The government
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